market report
Royal Palm

dear neighbor,
Perhaps the single most common topic of conversation around the Royal Palm neighborhood is our
local real estate market. As homeowners in Royal
Palm, we have been fortunate to enjoy seven years
of increasing prices, a healthy demand across
multiple property types, price tiers and property
categories, and a robust micro real estate market.
There’s nothing quite like Royal Palm!
One recurring dialogue is how certain homes sell
immediately (even without hitting the market!)
while others are simply not selling - and the speculation as to why. Interestingly, certain homes in
Royal Palm are on the market for years. The home
that’s been listed for sale the longest has been listed
for 3,026 days (as of press date) – an astounding 8+
plus years!
There are a handful of homes listed for sale in
Royal Palm with a similarly puzzling amount of
time listed for sale. Meanwhile, we’re seeing homes
go under contract without ever hitting the market
(three in the last month!) and a handful that go into
contract within one to ten days - when priced in
line with the market and positioned correctly to the
target audience.

Why are some homes on the market for several years while others
turn immediately?
There are several factors at play. Some will say “price cures all” and there are
certainly cases of houses listed for sale in Royal Palm which are simply not
in line with price expectations from the buyer pool (in short: they are “overpriced”). However, there are other reasons certain homes do not sell including:
access issues, a unique offering with a narrow buyer pool, and homes near the
top of the price tier for their property type. All of these predictably take longer
to sell.
While a property being overpriced will hurt the chances of it selling in a reasonable timeframe, there are a number of other factors to consider and every
situation is unique. Price records are broken regularly - to accomplish this feat,
a well-crafted approach is required.
Question of the Month:
Is price per square foot a reliable indicator of a property value? Great
question! And one I address frequently with buyers and sellers. The price per
square foot of a sold property of a given property type is a great starting point and
useful guideline. Each property in Royal Palm is unique and these numbers can
create an upper and lower band within which most property sales will fall. Caution:
Beware using price per square foot of listed properties. Sold prices are a good indicator, though this will never tell the whole story.
With this said, this is a guideline only and while an excellent starting point, it is just
that: a starting point to begin to understand the price at which a property should sell.
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Note: To receive the latest Royal Palm Market Report via email,
register at www.pinkpalm.com/RPMR
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Luxe Makeup & Beauty Lounge
"Bringing LA glam to south Florida"
Professional, celebrity-quality makeup, beauty
& styling services for any & all occasions
Personalized or private makeup classes & lessons
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Hair extension specialist • Personal Esthetician
Lash extensions
Monthly memberships available • Mobile services available
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